
*  Powder coated light weight aluminium construction
*  IP53 rated with vandal resistant screen protection
*  Heating / cooling in response to ambient temperatures
*  User replaceable cartridge style air filtration
*  Wall, ceiling or back-to-back mountable
*  Wide range from 32” to 80” screens
*  Perfect fit to screen build quality
*  Supports up to 60kg
*  Colour – black

Unicol pioneered the development of outdoor housings and 
has unrivalled experience in this specialised field.  Our well 
proven range of housings cover small screen monitors used in
harsh environments to the latest 80inch large format screens. 

O U T D O O R  H O U S I N G



LCD Outdoor Housing
All are constructed in 1050 grade aluminium 
and utilise high quality temperature control 
components within.  Screen viewing panels 
in impact resistant polycarbonate are 
incorporated as standard, toughened or 
laminated glass is also available as an option.

*  Circulating fans and heater fitted as standard
*  Controlled heating 0 to 60 degrees C
*  Controlled Cooling 0 to 60 degrees C
*  Replaceable dust filter fitted as standard
*  Can be supplied for wall or ceiling mounting
*  Back to Back versions also available
*  Anti-reflective screen available
*  Large range from 30” to 80”
*  Supports up to 60kg
*  Colour – black

    Notes:  
 
 * This is not a refrigeration unit, therefore
 in hot conditions consideration should be
 given to the performance of the screen
 used and positioning in direct sunlight
 should be avoided.

 * There is a dedicated charge for   
 carriage on this item.

 * UNICOL stainless steel columns and   
 weather proof fastenings should be 
 used with this product. 

 * Housings are made for each specific   
 screen - please supply make and model 
 when ordering.

Partical Filter
PTC ceramic circulation heater
Dual Hi/Lo temperatue regulator
Dual protected axial vent fan
Electrical Sockets
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ODH3 80” 
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